Prevent the dreaded *Pyricularia grisea* (for which there is no cure) by planting new, Gray Leaf Spot resistant ryegrasses developed by doctors for Turf Merchants.

Even the best home lawns, parks and golf courses have Gray Leaf Spot in late summer when days are hot and humid. Gray Leaf Spot isn’t pretty. It strikes quickly, affecting young ryegrass seedlings first with gray-to-brown lesions, often contorting tender blades into fishhook shapes. With prolonged hot, humid weather, large, mature turf areas can be lost to this dreaded disease.

In existing, older ryegrass turfs, Gray Leaf Spot can be addressed by applying a preventive fungicide, but once the pathogen has developed, little or nothing can cure it. It’s prudent to take precautions.

All this and more — naturally from:

**Paragon GLR™**
- Top-rated NTEP performer
- Traffic stress tolerant
- Number 1 for spring green-up
- Gray Leaf Spot and Crown Rust resistant

**Protege GLR™**
- Highly disease resistant
- Exceptional seedling vigor, density, and leaf texture
- Top-rated NTEP performer

**Manhattan 5 GLR™**
- Next step up in the Manhattan tradition
- Salt tolerant
- Resists stem rust and leaf spot
  - plus Pizzazz, Manhattan 4, and VIP 3

Pledge today to eradicate Gray Leaf Spot in your turf.
Specify these GLR™ resistant varieties from Turf Merchants, Inc.

scope us out: www.turfmerchants.com

Smart for Your Business.

Build your business with Smart Irrigation Month. It’s smart for the environment, your community and your business. For free articles and water-saving tips for your customers, low-cost promotional items, logo artwork and much more, visit:

www.irrigation.org/SIM.htm

An initiative of the Irrigation Association
How much shelf life do those old, half-used turf products have left in them? It depends

BY JIM BLACK, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Walk in to any golf course maintenance facility, head directly to the storage area for seed, fertilizer and chemicals, and you'll find them tucked away in a far corner or up on the top of a rack.

Abandoned and forgotten, the stash of leftover turf products sits in the dark maintenance shop with dust quietly marking time on the half-empty bottles, jugs and bags.

From my own experiences, these collections of musty, old clumping and rotting relics inherited from a handful of previous superintendents always gave me a slight cause for concern.

"Is this stuff any good anymore?" I would wonder. "What happens to some of these chemicals over time? Will it be worth the effort to spray this stuff out or apply this fertilizer? If the mice are still eating the seed, does that mean it'll still germinate?"

My biggest fears were always that the insecticide was a thousand times more toxic, or the selective herbicide would no longer select. And surely the fertilizer was now hotter than MSMA on a 95-degree day.

And disposal fees? Forget about it. No public course I ever worked at wanted to engage in that discussion. "Just spray it out," they would say.

"Yeah, right," I would think to myself. "And suffer the consequences."

So what to do with all this waste? Mostly, I would just work around it, giving a cursory glance and a fleeting thought of how to dispose of it, while at the same time cursing

Continued on page 55
Bragging Rights

Sure, you’ll have the right to brag about using a rotor that lasted a phenomenal 10 times longer while using up to 23% less water...

In head-to-head field and lab testing among leading brands, Rain Bird® EAGLE Rotors lasted up to 10 times longer under the harshest operating conditions than the next closest competitor—and—had the best distribution uniformity over the widest range of variables, while using up to 23% less water to deliver a more playable course. For more amazing test results, visit www.rainbird.com/golf.

...or you could just let the playability of your course and your bottom line do the talking.

The best just got even better...
Introducing the NEW Rain Bird® EAGLE™ Rotors.
Continued from page 53

it for being in my way. In the end I have to admit I did what all the superintendents before me did — left it for my successor.

Since that time my curiosity has been getting the best of me. Could all those old products have been put to good use without worry?

Rather than continuing to wonder, I decided to find out once and for all what can be done with them.

According to Doug Brede, research director of Simplot Partners and author of the "Turfgrass Maintenance Reduction Handbook", the shelf life of turf products depends primarily on how they are stored. Take seed, for example.

"If kept in a basement with low humidity," Brede says, "you can have fairly good germination on many turfgrasses at four years and even up to 10 years. We routinely keep bluegrass seed here in Idaho in an unheated warehouse for upwards of 10 years for research purposes, with little decay in germination rate.

"The exceptions to that rule are: fine fescue and hulled bermudagrass. Both of these have a short shelf life of two years maximum. Hulling, or stripping away the floral bracts, really shortens the life of seed."

As far as fertilizer and chemicals go, Brede says: "Fertilizers keep indefinitely but will cake in humid environments. It's usually best to use them within six months, but 10-year-old fertilizer is still good if you break up the clumps."

Brede says dry pesticides will keep indefinitely. "Liquids decay with time, depending on the formulation," he adds. "Emulsifiable concentrate (EC) products settle into plastic goo. Solubles keep for several years."

Once, I discovered some chemicals of which I had never heard. When I researched the manufacturer on the peeling label, I found the company had gone out of business. I knew what the chemical was, but how was I to know how old it was?

Barbara Klahn, of the Product Support Center from Bayer Environmental Science, says the only way to determine how old products are is to get the lot numbers off the packages. Lot numbers are usually ink-jetted onto the packaging, not the labeling, she adds.

"We conduct shelf-life studies for two years on our products," Klahn says. "Typically your baits are the shortest-lived products because of the food material in the baits, followed by liquids. Dry formulations tend to last the longest."

David Ross, technical manager for Syngenta Professional Products, notes that the Environmental Protection Agency has specific guidelines for chemical producers to establish at least two years of product longevity.

"When registering with the EPA, they will accept the results of an accelerated storage study where chemicals are subjected to heat of 60 degrees Celsius for two weeks to mimic conditions over two years," he says. "We shoot for a five-year shelf life, but only guarantee for two years. In general, all products have at least a two-year shelf life at room temperature."

Ross notes that actual shelf life can depend on several factors: formulation, percentage of active ingredient, pH, sunlight and heat. All of these factors can break down chemicals and reduce efficacy.

"Elemental metals, of course, will never break down," Ross adds. "When you see an actual physical change in the product, you can expect degradation. But for dry products like wettable powders and water-dispersible granules, they will last a long time if you just keep them dry."

One of my big curiosities about these old chemicals was whether or not they actually get more toxic as time goes by.

"There's nothing I know about that grows more toxic over time," Brede says. "However, this should not be confused with pesticides found from the 1960s in someone’s garage. There were some arsenic and heavy-metal pesticides sold back then that I wouldn't want to get near. Most of today's chemistries are between the toxicity of table salt and gasoline."

All right then. We know storage conditions are a big factor with our two biggest summertime enemies, heat and humidity, taking their toll on our valuable turf products. But what about the cold?

Continued on page 56
The best thing to do is to plan ahead and don't store a lot of chemicals.
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Todd Burkdoll, a market development specialist for BASF Professional Turf & Ornamentals, says when some EC materials are under freezing conditions, the cold temperatures change the molecular structure of some of the constituents, especially the inert ingredients.

"Most pesticides are less than 50 percent active, with liquid products less than 20 percent active and dry products maybe 60 percent to 70 percent active," Burkdoll says. "Typically, you have at least 50 percent inert ingredients. What a superintendent needs to do is look at the MSDS for the product and that will tell him exactly what the freezing point is for the material."

Burkdoll notes that it's best just to use your products up and keep a lower inventory. "It's good risk management all around," he adds. "If the label changes on a product or if the product goes off registration, you can't use the product in certain states anymore."

Burkdoll also suggests keeping good records and making inventory lists. You may end up in a situation where you buy a pesticide for a specific reason and leave the course to take another job. Then when the new superintendent comes to the course, he might not know the background on that product and the reason you purchased it.

"The best thing to do is to use what you're going to use this year and plan ahead and don't store a lot of chemicals," he says. "In certain cases when you have fire sales or early orders, a (vendor) has a blue-light special opportunity to buy more at a reduced price. There is nothing wrong with that, but you've got to use the product accordingly."

So let's say the stuff you have lying around is just too scary looking to trust being sprayed or spread out even into the furthest reaches of your rough. Do not, I repeat, do not just chuck
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Searching For A Cost-Effective Solution To Control Dollar Spot?

Problem: Dollar Spot

Dollar Spot n.—The fungus Sclerotinia homoeocarpa ("Dollar Spot") commonly attacks low-cut creeping bentgrass. It thrives in damp clippings or moist, cool soil.

Symptoms:
- Fast-spreading Dollar Spot begins as small discolorations. Grass blades bleach, forming dead patches on turfgrass surfaces. Spreading infection causes ugly, tan-colored spots 2-3" wide (silver dollar size).
- Many small, round dead patches
- Hourglass-shaped lesions
- Cobwebby white mold
- Damaged putting greens

Solution: Kestrel®MEX

Kestrel®MEX is a broad spectrum fungicide ideally suited for control of Dollar Spot and more than 20 other troublesome turf diseases. Based on a unique, value-added formulation of the proven ingredient propiconazole, Kestrel MEX is one of Phoenix's new NexGen products, a line of enhanced, post-patent pesticides that comprises the highest-quality, top-performing formulations. Kestrel MEX can be tank mixed with a variety of other fungicides and insecticides and is also available in a BATPak®, Phoenix's convenient, returnable packaging concept.

Phoenix Environmental Care gives you superior industry support and top performance by offering high-quality, post-patent chemistry in a wide choice of products. For more information, call 888-240-8856, or visit www.PhoenixEnvCare.com.

©2007 Phoenix Environmental Care, LLC. Kestrel, BATPak and the Phoenix logo are registered trademarks of Phoenix Environmental Care, LLC. Always read and follow label directions.
The most sensible thing to do is to order only what you need to keep inventory to a minimum.
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it into your dumpster. The environmental and financial risks are just too great.

Maryland is one state that occasionally offers a free pesticide disposal program, but it is usually reserved for farmers and agricultural producers. But Rob Hofstetter of the Pesticide Regulation Section of the Maryland Department of Agriculture says superintendents can sometimes take advantage of disposal programs. If a superintendent finds a program in his or her area, he or she will sometimes be allowed to participate and be charged only what the hauler is charging the state, which can be as little as 97 cents per pound. "But remember, that's based on the hauler getting 20,000 pounds of material or more," Hofstetter points out.

Unfortunately for superintendents, Hofstetter says these programs are becoming more and more scarce. Contacting an independent certified waste hauler is usually the best option to take if you're unsure.

Another option is to call your local county landfill services office and see what's acceptable. I was very surprised to find out that if you have a nasty bag of old fertilizer that's gone to mush or has solidified into an N-P-K brick, you can actually just throw it away in some areas. But be sure it's straight fertilizer and not a combination product.

I think that it's obvious that the most sensible thing to do is to order only what you need to keep the inventory of partial bags and bottles to a minimum. But chances are you'll be inheriting an aging arsenal of chemical and fertilizer relics. When it comes to their use and/or disposal, I advise you to use your head to avoid losing your job.

Jim Black, a former Maryland golf course superintendent, is now an operations manager for Scotts Lawn Service in southern Maryland. In switching to the lawn business, Black has gone from taking care of 200 acres of turf to taking care of about 356,000 acres of turf.

---

golfconstructionnews.com (GCN) is an online report containing the most current and in-depth information on golf projects in the U.S. GCN keeps tabs on thousands of projects a year to provide the most up-to-date, comprehensive details as they become available. Reports can be ordered for up to eight regions of the U.S. to fit any-sized business.

Features include:

- Access to project updates 24/7 via secure, password-protected access
- Project tracking from conception to completion, with its status regularly updated
- Full details for New & Proposed Projects, Remodels to Existing Courses & Recent Openings
- State-of-the-art click-through contact access with developers, course designers and construction companies (if selected), and related parties
- Sortable project database - including by state, development phase, type and opening date

Subscribe online now! It's as easy as visiting www.golfconstructionnews.com. Review regularly updated sample projects on the home page and see the power of GCN for yourself.

For additional information, call toll-free 866-640-7170.
YOU’LL HAVE TOTAL CONTROL OVER PYTHIUM. GOLFERS NOT SO MUCH.

WITH THE NEW CHEMISTRY OF FLUOPICOLIDE AND THE PROVEN POWER OF PROPAMOCARB COMBINED IN ONE PREMIX, STELLAR™ FUNGICIDE PROTECTS YOUR COURSE WITH POWERFUL PYTHIUM CONTROL. AFTER ALL, YOUR TURF IS ALREADY UNDER ENOUGH ATTACK, ISN’T IT?
Chris Cantrell knows the definition of hard work

Counting summer internships, Chris Cantrell celebrates his 20th anniversary in the golf course maintenance business this year. Cantrell has been the assistant superintendent at Chattanooga (Tenn.) Golf and Country Club since 1995.

"In my more than 20 years as a superintendent at Chattanooga Golf and Country Club, I have not worked with anyone who works harder then Chris," says Jeff Hollister, the club’s superintendent.

Cantrell also has been a tremendous influence on other employees, Hollister says. We caught up with Cantrell recently and asked him a few questions:

Golfdom: What’s your favorite part of the job?

Cantrell: I have always enjoyed the construction side of the business. I work for a very progressive club that is always trying to improve its facilities for its membership. Over the years we’ve tackled many projects, and through those I have enjoyed the learning experiences and the friendships that are made while trying to reach a common goal.

Golfdom: Who has been the biggest influence on your career and why?

Cantrell: I’ve never accomplished anything in my life alone, and I owe many people my gratitude and sincere thanks. It begins with my Christian faith, and I owe it all to Christ. I also have a mom who taught me to work hard and never lose sight of what is important. My wonderful wife, Nicole, is my greatest supporter and friend. My boss and mentor, Jeff Hollister, continues to teach me not only the science of the industry but the importance of relationships and communication. Tim and Wes Gilbert, two brothers who own Windstone Golf Club, taught me all the fundamentals I still rely on today. Plus, they gave a smart-alec kid a chance in the beginning. Mark Stovall, superintendent at Lookout Mountain Golf Club, first taught me how to manage a crew and is the best net worker, bar none.

Golfdom: What’s your favorite product or piece of equipment and why?

Cantrell: I really like the Toro Groundsmaster 4500D. It delivers a great cut on our bermudagrass roughs; it’s easy to operate, and it will climb virtually any slope. Although we only use it twice a year, the Cushman Core Harvester might be the best piece of equipment ever.

Golfdom: What’s your favorite vacation spot?

Cantrell: Ka’anapali in Maui, Hawaii.

Golfdom: What is your favorite golf course besides your own?

Cantrell: Manatee County Golf Course in Bradenton, Fla.

Golfdom: If a movie were made about your life, what actor would play you?

Cantrell: I tell my wife that most people mistake me for a younger George Clooney, but without question I look more like Matthew McConaughey.

Golfdom: It’s your last day on Earth. What would you do?

Cantrell: I would take my family (Nicole and three English Springer Spaniels) on a hike. It was a disaster the last time we tried it, so it might be a good time to try it again. Afterwards, we would go home, fire up the grill, and it’s steak and shrimp for everyone.